Alcohol and drugs, underage drinking, and impaired & drowsy driving continue to plague our youth. The New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety is proud to make available to our law enforcement and educational community this video library that covers a multitude of educational videos for various age groups, many with a detailed resource book, as well as informative transparencies and full-color brochures.

It is our hope that offering this lending library will help enhance your educational endeavors when speaking to our grammar school and high school students as well as the parents and adults who impact our children’s lives. Our Division currently maintains (3) three copies of each video and we ask that you complete and submit the lending request included in this handout and attempt to limit your borrowing time to no more than 2 weeks at a time. Of course additional time will be granted on a request by request basis. In addition, please limit your brochure request to accommodate only the estimated number of attendees. Your cooperation with this request will help us to maintain adequate supplies for all of our users.

If there is a video that is not included here that you would like us to include or you have any questions regarding our video library please contact Paul Groffie at (609) 633-9255 or via email at: Paul.Groffie@lps.state.nj.us.

I wish you success with your programs!

Sincerely,

Gary Poedubicky
Governor’s Representative
Acting Director - New Jersey Division of Highway Traffic Safety
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Alcohol and the Teenage Brain:  
A Video Guide for Parents and Professionals (15 minute VHS Video)

This no-nonsense, straightforward video presents the latest research about how alcohol impairs the growing adolescent brain. The context is delivered by neuroscientist and researcher Scott Swartzwelder Ph.D. of Duke University whose groundbreaking research will be a wake up call for parents, school administrators and substance abuse professionals who want to learn more about the damaging effects of alcohol on teens. Swartzwelder explains that ten years ago researchers used to believe that the brain was finished developing at birth. Now scientists know that the brain is growing and developing through adolescence and into one’s early twenties.

Underage Drinking:  
A Video Guide for Parents and Professionals (30 minute VHS Video)

This video clearly straightforwardly engages parents and arms them with crucially important information about setting firm guidelines to their teenage children. Program reveals the latest research on adolescent brain damage due to alcohol, the increased risk of accidents and driving fatalities and most importantly let’s parents know that they are the best deterrent to stopping underage teen drinking. Program also informs parents of their legal liabilities if teens are drinking in their homes or at unsupervised parties.

Club Drugs:  
A Video Guide for Parents and Professionals (28 minute VHS Video)

This video provides the latest up-to-date information on the dangers of club drugs such as Ecstasy, GHB, Ketamine, Rohypnol, LSD, OxyContin, and methamphetamines. Dr. Chris Michos an emergency room physician as well as various other professionals and law enforcement experts explain in clear language how the different drugs work, their hazards and the danger signs to look for in teen users. With the increase in use of Club Drugs across the country, this is one resource not to go without.

I’m Safe! On Wheels  
Aimed at 3-8 year olds (16 minute DVD/Additional free resources can be downloaded from http://www.imsafe.com )

Ride along with Kip and Kayla as they learn how to be safe on their bikes, skateboards, scooters and all types of wheels! The video covers:
- Why, when and how to wear helmets
- How children can check their bikes
- How to be a smart bike rider
- How to stay in sight

I’m Safe! Walk With Me  
Aimed at 3-8 year olds (16 minute DVD/Additional free resources can be downloaded from http://www.imsafe.com )

Walk with Dad, Kip and Kayla as they learn pedestrian and school bus safety. Using colorful animation and lively, memorable songs, ”Walk with Me” communicates the essentials for Walk-to-School and Safe Routes to School programs. This video teaches children how to:
- Be prepared
- Be visible
- Cross streets safely
- Recognize signs and signals
- Stop at corners and curbs
- Always walk with a grownup
- Be safe around and on a school bus
I’m Safe! Walk With Me: TEACHERS ADDITION
Aimed at 3-8 year olds (16 minute DVD with Bonus CD: includes lesson plans, PDF’s and posters.)

Alcohol Exposed
(16 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)
Alcohol is the most widely available and most abused drug in the world today. This point is driven home in this video and print package in a way that middle schoolers and junior high students will understand and remember. Students see the short-term and long-term harmful effects alcohol causes on the body as well as the intoxicating effects on the mind. Using interviews and narration by peers, the video exposes ways that alcohol use interferes with health, education and personal lives. The ravages of alcoholism and the struggles of families living with alcoholics are presented. Binge drinking is singled out as a very dangerous and potentially lethal activity that young people must avoid at all costs.

Case of Cool Al: A Johnny Clue Mystery
Aimed at 10-12 year olds (13 minute DVD/PDF Guide with Teachers Resource Book, Handouts and Tests)

Featuring ace detective Johnny Clue, this mystery adventure is designed to teach young viewers about the dangers of alcohol. When Johnny uncovers unmistakable evidence that bad things are happening to the kids hanging out with Cool Al, his investigation goes into high gear. He uncovers evidence of the crime – kids drinking alcohol, having memory problems and even blackouts. With information he receives from Detective Filbert and scientist Stella Sparks, Johnny is able to unmask Cool Al at a big bash where all the kids discover that drinking alcohol in uncool, illegal, and really bad for your brain.

This is Your Brain on Alcohol
(17 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)
Charismatic high school students present to middle school students groundbreaking information about the effects of alcohol on developing brains. New studies show that the complex brain builds its basic capacities and potential for the future during the adolescent years. Alcohol use during this time has a major impact as it disrupts the growing brain’s plasticity (encoding and programming progress), which in turn impairs its response to stimuli essential to learning and memory. New evidence shows that the brain continues to develop until the age of 24, three years past the legal drinking age. The message to middle school students in this peer education program is clear: alcohol use is not healthy or cool, most kids do not use alcohol, and those who drink risk irreversible damage to their developing brains.

Club Drugs: Nothing to Rave About
(24 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)
Program provides young teens with latest information on drugs like GHB, Ecstasy, Rohypnol, Ketamine, LSD, Methamphetamine. The risk associated with each drug are highlighted, including death from overdose.

Drug Facts Action Pack
(5, 20 minute videos on DVD/Teacher’s Guide/Printable Fact & Activity Sheets/Pre and Post Tests)
National drug-education experts agree that targeted, age-appropriate elementary school drug education is essential to safeguarding students against the hazards of drug use and addiction. This fact-filled program uses a mix of teen hosts, kids talking about real-life experiences, animated characters and creative skits. The videos are filled with fascinating facts, as well as concrete ways to resist peer pressure, to make good decisions and to avoid dangerous situations.

Inhalants Exposed
(15 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)
This program addresses a dangerous and often tragic practice among young people - sniffing fumes of household products to get high.

Alcohol and Sex:
Prescription for Poor Decision-Making (21 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)
Many teenagers report that their first sexual experiences were associated with alcohol consumption. In addition, many rapes and unwanted pregnancies are the result of poor decisions made under the haze of alcohol and even binge drinking. This program explores how the use of alcohol clouds thinking, hinders decision-making skills, and creates an unfavorable atmosphere for making healthy decisions. The video and accompanying Teacher’s Resource Book offer young people insights into how the avoidance of alcohol and other drugs will enhance their health as well as their ability to make smart, drug-free decisions.

Alcohol and Your Body:
Assessing the Damage (26 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)
This video and print package reveals the latest information on the many ways that drinking alcohol can damage bodily systems and cause disease. Leading doctors and researchers demonstrate new facts about alcohol absorption and the effects of alcohol on the brain, the liver, the digestive system, and the immune system. Viewers of Alcohol and Your Body will come away with plenty of new reasons to seriously consider abstinence.

Be Right Back:
Time to DECIDE - Teachers Guide for Grades 7 & 8 (30 minute DVO)
This program provides a powerful tool to help teens learn and practice the steps to making decisions in difficult situations involving alcohol, such as refusing a ride with a drunk driver and resisting alcohol consumption under pressure from peers. Program consists of 6 modules: Decision Making and Alcohol, Health Risks of Alcohol, Risk Taking and Alcohol, Alcohol and Mental Health, Alcohol and the Social World, and Alcohol and Dating. Each module models teen decision making in difficult situations and the consequences, both positive and negative.

Binge Drinking:
The Facts (24 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)
The trend of binge drinking—the intentional consumption of excessive amounts of alcohol—shows no decline in schools and colleges across the country. The program examines the dangers of alcohol poisoning and describes the correct life-saving procedures to follow in order to save someone. Through interviews with physicians and emergency medical technicians as well as binge abusers the video and print material send a clear no use message to viewers.
A hard-hitting, COPS-style look at the dark side of alcohol abuse. In three separate segments, Bombed! exposes the truth about alcohol consumption. First, the video follows a typical spring-break crowd in Florida, where those who "party 'til they drop" are shown suffering the consequences of their binge drinking. In another segment, the video documents the emergency room treatment of a teen with alcohol poisoning whose stomach is pumped. The Teacher's Resource Book of student worksheets and assignments will expand students' understanding of the effects of alcohol on their bodies and on their lives.

**Brain Scans:**
Alcohol and the Teenage Brain (23 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This program takes teenagers on a tour of several labs across the country including one at the University of California at San Diego where doctors are researching the effects of alcohol use in teenage brains. The young host of the show actually has a scan done on her own brain, and then has the chance to see how it compares with the brains of other teens who drink alcohol regularly.

**Confronting Drunk Driving**
(27 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This memorable video features the true story of Mike Poveromo, a young man who killed his two best friends in a drunk driving car crash when he was a teenager. Today, Mike tours the nation's high schools to share his story, and to warn students never to drink and drive. In addition to interview segments that recount Mike's dramatic story, viewers will also hear from law enforcement officers who explain the legal risks involved in drinking and driving, including harsh jail sentences for those convicted of driving under the influence (DUI). Viewers will also hear from emergency room physicians who describe the traumas and deaths they have seen as a result of drunk driving. Teens will also hear from parents and family members who have been left devastated by the loss of a child as a result of drunk driving. In addition, Confronting Drunk Driving offers important tips for how to avoid being a passenger in a car driven by an intoxicated driver. Teacher's Resource Book offers many useful and thought-provoking worksheets for classroom use.

**Drinking Games, Alcohol Abuse and Overdose**
(23 minute DVD/PDF Guide with Teachers Resource Book, Handouts and Tests)

This video reveals the truth about teens that engage in drinking games and put themselves at risk for alcohol poisoning, overdose and death. Viewers hear the story a smart, athletic fifteen year-old who died from alcohol poisoning after playing a popular drinking game at a friend’s house. In another segment, an emergency room physician describes the harsh medical procedures that occur when a teen is brought to the hospital after binge drinking. Additionally, in a brain research lab at the University of California, brain scans show the neurological damage that can occur when teens consume alcohol. This programs clearly dispels the myth that alcohol and drinking games are no big deal for teens.

**DUI: The Hard Truth**
(29 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

Hosted by a career EMT, this video reveals the hard truth and horrifying ordeals resulting from driving under the influence of alcohol—a young girl recounts how she was critically burned after her car was hit by a drunken teenager; a young woman shares the details of her living nightmare when she killed her best friend while she was DUI. Each incident is told “live” in front of an audience of students, parents, teachers and medical professionals who add their expertise. Dramatic video re-enactments hammer home the indisputable truth that driving while drunk or impaired results in unforgettable pain, suffering and death.

**Alcohol and the Teenager**
(28 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This program takes teenagers on a tour of several labs across the country including one at the University of California, brain research lab at the University of California, brain scans show the neurological damage that can occur when teens consume alcohol. This programs clearly dispels the myth that alcohol and drinking games are no big deal for teens.

**Brain Scans:**
Alcohol and the Teenage Brain (23 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This program takes teenagers on a tour of several labs across the country including one at the University of California at San Diego where doctors are researching the effects of alcohol use in teenage brains. The young host of the show actually has a scan done on her own brain, and then has the chance to see how it compares with the brains of other teens who drink alcohol regularly.

**Confronting Drunk Driving**
(27 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This memorable video features the true story of Mike Poveromo, a young man who killed his two best friends in a drunk driving car crash when he was a teenager. Today, Mike tours the nation's high schools to share his story, and to warn students never to drink and drive. In addition to interview segments that recount Mike's dramatic story, viewers will also hear from law enforcement officers who explain the legal risks involved in drinking and driving, including harsh jail sentences for those convicted of driving under the influence (DUI). Viewers will also hear from emergency room physicians who describe the traumas and deaths they have seen as a result of drunk driving. Teens will also hear from parents and family members who have been left devastated by the loss of a child as a result of drunk driving. In addition, Confronting Drunk Driving offers important tips for how to avoid being a passenger in a car driven by an intoxicated driver. Teacher's Resource Book offers many useful and thought-provoking worksheets for classroom use.

**Drinking Games, Alcohol Abuse and Overdose**
(23 minute DVD/PDF Guide with Teachers Resource Book, Handouts and Tests)

This video reveals the truth about teens that engage in drinking games and put themselves at risk for alcohol poisoning, overdose and death. Viewers hear the story a smart, athletic fifteen year-old who died from alcohol poisoning after playing a popular drinking game at a friend's house. In another segment, an emergency room physician describes the harsh medical procedures that occur when a teen is brought to the hospital after binge drinking. Additionally, in a brain research lab at the University of California, brain scans show the neurological damage that can occur when teens consume alcohol. This programs clearly dispels the myth that alcohol and drinking games are no big deal for teens.

**DUI: The Hard Truth**
(29 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

Hosted by a career EMT, this video reveals the hard truth and horrifying ordeals resulting from driving under the influence of alcohol—a young girl recounts how she was critically burned after her car was hit by a drunken teenager; a young woman shares the details of her living nightmare when she killed her best friend while she was DUI. Each incident is told “live” in front of an audience of students, parents, teachers and medical professionals who add their expertise. Dramatic video re-enactments hammer home the indisputable truth that driving while drunk or impaired results in unforgettable pain, suffering and death.

**No Safe Amount:**
Women, Alcohol and Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (18 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

Interweaving interviews with real teens who have experimented with alcohol, animated sequences demonstrating how a growing fetus is affected by alcohol use inside the womb, plus an up-close and personal look at a young woman growing up afflicted with Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS), this program clearly demonstrates the unique risks that alcohol poses to women. One girl tells about being raped after a night of drinking. Another, about almost dying after binge drinking and being in a coma for three days. The program follows the girls as they learn the impact of alcohol use on women's bodies—how women metabolize alcohol differently than men; why size and gender matter when it comes to drinking; the biology of alcohol addiction and the link to permanent brain damage; and the indelible horror of FAS.

**Straight Impact:**
After the Crash (45 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)

Drunk driving crashes: they happen every day, and when they do, the reporting on the nightly news goes something like this…“One dead, five injured in a car crash. Drunk driving suspected.” This program, narrated by Tom Brokaw, goes behind the scenes of one such “accident” and describes what happens over the course of a year after the crash. How do the victims and their families fare? What is the emotional toll? What are the financial costs? Program reveals that the accident itself is just the beginning of an ever expanding series of events that affects far more than the original car crash.

Produced by: NBC News Productions

**Teen Truth:**
An Inside Look at Drug and Alcohol Abuse (20 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This compelling video, much of it shot by teens themselves, weaves together footage of real drug addicts in recovery, with teens who have casually experimented with drugs and alcohol. The program incorporates driving music, memorable graphics and raw imagery to contrast the addicts’ life threatening addiction with the dangerous path that casual young drug users are unwittingly pursuing. The addicts’ emotional stories provide sobering proof of how drug and alcohol experimentation can lead to drug dependence and broken futures. The result is an explosive, thought-provoking journey that will inspire viewers to seriously consider the consequences of their decisions. Throughout the video, a repeating graphic challenges students with this question: “What are you willing to lose?”

**The Key Party**
(25 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

Gary's parents are away for the weekend and he has invited half of the school over for an all-you-can-drink party. David is not sure about bringing Lauren, his younger sister, especially after what happened last year, but he figures she is old enough to take care of herself. Langston also comes to the party in hopes of finally getting up the courage to
ask Christine out. The beer, at first, seems to help everyone let loose and have a good time, but before long it is clear that things are spiraling out of control. Before the evening is out, one of the young women finds herself in a dangerous sexual situation, one couple gets into a serious car accident and another student dies needlessly of alcohol poisoning.

Realistic, gritty and honest, this video drama will leave your classroom with the strong message that leg parties are not just dangerous and illegal, they are not even fun. An equally powerful teacher’s resource book augments and extends the video’s lessons with fact sheets, student activities, role plays and a wealth of information.

The Top Ten Myths About Alcohol and Drugs
(21 minute VHS/Teachers Resource Book)

Too many teens are either ignorant about the dangers of drugs or are in denial about the hazards they pose. This program, with its clever use of satire, graphics and mock pop quizzes, captures student attention as well as educates. The following myths are exposed and exploded:

- Everybody’s doing it;
- I can stop when I feel like it; Beer isn’t as bad as hard liquor;
- I can get high and still be in control; I can drive a car high on marijuana;
- Marijuana isn’t harmful or addictive; Prescription drugs can’t hurt me because they’re legal;
- Drugs help relieve stress;
- Drugs and alcohol do not damage the brain; and Steroids do not damage the body. Each of these dangerous and destructive myths is rebutted with cold, hard facts, challenging students to recognize harmful behaviors in themselves and others and to take full responsibility for their personal health and safety.

Underage Drinking:
Know the Facts, Know the Risks
(27 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This no-nonsense program lays out the straight facts about underage drinking. Alcohol abuse is responsible for 100,000 deaths in the U.S. each year—deaths resulting from drunk driving, alcohol poisoning, fatal alcohol syndrome, cirrhosis and even from alcohol-related cancers (esophageal, liver, colon). The program clearly spells out the dangers and the risks of underage drinking while also providing new information on how the adolescent brain can be permanently damaged by alcohol. Underage Drinking also explores the risky trend of binge drinking, which results in thousands of teens being treated in the emergency room each year for alcohol poisoning. There is also a segment on the legal and social dangers of throwing unsupervised parties in which alcohol is served to minors. The video makes it clear that teens should adopt a no-use policy towards this dangerous and addictive drug. Teacher’s Resource Book provides compelling lessons and activities on alcohol-related topics such as binge drinking, addiction, alcohol overdose and more.

What is Alcoholism?
(22 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This video offers a glimpse into the struggles of teen alcoholics. Viewers will meet Lacee, Alberto, Christina, and Justin, four real teens from different ethnic backgrounds who share their personal stories of alcohol abuse and recovery. The program defines alcoholism as an addictive disease that affects people of all ages, races and social classes. Psychologist Susan Tapert, Ph.D., who specializes in issues surrounding adolescent alcoholism, offers important information on how easily teens can become addicted to alcohol, and explains some of the unique problems faced by youth who become addicted. The signs and symptoms of alcoholism are also identified. The program emphasizes the pervasive negative impact that alcoholism can have on an individual, a family and on society at large. Advice is offered for how to seek help in overcoming alcohol addiction. This video provides an excellent starting point for any discussion on alcohol and its dangers.

What’s Wrong With Beer?
(25 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)

This hard-hitting documentary takes a critical look at beer-drinking and attempts to open eyes about its down-side—which can lead teens to closing the door to alcohol and drugs in general.

Without Warning:
The Dangers of Alcohol Poisoning and Binge Drinking
(16 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)

Stories told by surviving family members reveal the devastating and lethal effects of alcohol overdosing in young people. Death by alcohol poisoning in young people (under 21) are conservatively 4,000 annually.

Behind the Wheel
Grades 9 - 12 (25 minute DVD in English)

What factors make driving especially dangerous for teenagers? What dangers do they encounter when they test their limits? Behind The Wheel uncovers the dangers of teen drivers testing their limits, and shows ways to stop simple distractions from turning into deadly mistakes.

Danger Behind the Wheel:
The Facts about Distracted Driving
(26 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

This powerful program emphasizes the dangers of driving distractions—applying makeup, eating, changing radio channels but most of all, talking or texting via cell phone while driving. Viewers hear from ordinary people whose lives have been forever changed because of distracted driving. Also during this video a researcher describes how driving simulations in his lab have shown that talking on a cell phone—even with a hands-free device—is as dangerous as driving drunk.

The program’s unforgettable stories and statistics make it clear that no cell phone call is worth losing a life.

Driving Stupid:
Grades 7 - College (19 minute DVD/PDF Guide with Teacher’s Resource Book, Handouts and Tests)

Most teens overestimate their driving skills and underestimate the risks involved in text while driving, driving drowsy and driving under the influence. Three true to life stories accentuate these very real dangers. The video also shows teens participating in a driving skills program that safely exposes them to a variety of hazards and teaches them the importance of developing safe driving skills.

Drugged Driving: The Road to Disaster
Grades 7 - College (25 minute DVD in English/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts/preview at http://www.jermsvideos.com)

In this video, ER doctors and police investigators specially trained to recognize drug impaired driving present a hard, on-the-scene look at how drugs impact driver alertness, reflexes and perception skills. A prosecutor specializing in DUI cases explains the legal consequences following a drugged driving crash. Finally, a mother recreates the tragic story of how her daughter died in a drugged driving crash caused by marijuana smoking.
Hang Up and Drive
(19 minute DVD in English & Spanish/11 Minute Condensed Version in Spanish/10 Page Leader’s Guide)
This video tells the story of Jacy Good, whose life was shattered on her college graduation day when she was critically injured and her parents were killed in a tragic crash caused by a driver that was using a cell phone while driving. This video tells Jacy’s story through dramatizations and interviews with her and her fiancé. Jacy talks directly to teens about the facts and deadly consequences of distracted driving as only someone with her experience can.

Intersection - Motorist Awareness Kit
(39 minute DVD in English & Spanish/Leader’s Guide/Participant’s Guide/Quick Tips Brochure)
Intersection is Motorcycle Safety Foundation’s newest approach to enhancing motorist awareness of motorcycles. The program combines personal stories and character development with a dramatic new look at a crash scene that’s all too common. The DVD contains three separate 13-minute versions to appeal to teens (via driver education classes), adults (via traffic schools), and commercial drivers (via employee orientation).

Road Skills
Aimed at 15 to 25-year-old Drivers (24 minute DVD in English & Spanish)
Aimed at 15 to 25-year-old drivers, Road Skills offers a modern approach to driver education. It puts the viewer in the ‘driver’s seat’ and instructs them on how to recognize the causes of accidents, and take the necessary steps to avoid them. Hosted by Indy Racing League driver, Arie Luyendyk Jr, along with special appearances from other professional race car drivers, this program uses live-action video, 3D animation, modern music, and a fast paced delivery. Road Skills gives the viewer the ‘skills’ needed for today’s demanding driving environment.

Speed Kills: Preventing Teen Driving Fatalities
Grades 9 - College (16 minute DVD in English/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts/preview at http://www.hrmvideo.com )
This award-winning documentary features interviews with the survivors of a fatal car accident caused by a teenager’s careless driving. It warns of the real dangers of a violent wreck that face all teen drivers, and the psychological impact on the family.

Traffic Signs, Signals and Road Markings (Test #1)
Driver education classes & Experienced Drivers (28 minute DVD in English)
This is a well done video with emphasis on 50 traffic signs, signals, and road markings, including sign shapes and colors. This video presentation includes a testing phase on the various items discussed throughout.
Drugs:

Crime & Punishment (18 Minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

Powerfully presents the life-altering impact of a drug arrest, trial, conviction and incarceration. The accounts and dramatic reenactments of young people who broke the law and got caught, show the harsh realities of being handcuffed, arrested, booked, fingerprinted and locked in a cell. Program underscores the fact that any drug arrest has life-long consequences for the individual, family and friends. It affects finishing high school, college admissions, job prospects and employment, immigration status, and the rights that attach to citizenship. Program also looks at the legal consequences of using a fake ID; underage possession and use of alcohol; and drunk or impaired driving. The costs of crime are very high—from the legal fees to the toll on lives and the stigma of a criminal record that cannot be erased.

Dying High:

Teens in the ER (26 Minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)

This video gives viewers the opportunity to see what goes on inside the nation’s emergency rooms as doctors treat teens for common ER injuries: drug overdoses, alcohol poisoning, car wreck traumas and more.

Methamphetamines:

The Hard Facts (20 Minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)

Students learn what methamphetamines are, how they are illegally produced by drug dealers, and how addictive and deadly they are to those who experiment with them.

The Myths of Marijuana Debunked

(21 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book/Student Handouts)

“Marijuana is not addictive.”

“It doesn’t harm the body. It doesn’t harm the brain.”

“Marijuana doesn’t impair driving or negatively impact teens’ futures.”

“There’s no connection between marijuana use and unhealthy risk taking.”

These statements are just plain wrong—yet many kids believe they are true. The program forcefully debunks these misconceptions with the latest facts, science and statistics to prove the deadly danger of marijuana use. This high impact video will turn kids’ heads and lead them to seriously question marijuana use as something “fun, harmless and natural.” Juxtaposing commentary from real kids with real ex-users intercut with fast-paced narration, this video drives home the message that marijuana is a dangerous drug. Along with the follow-up print materials, this program delivers a strong no-use message.

Rushing, Crashing, Dying:

The Meth Epidemic (25 Minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)

Program Takes Viewers on a tour of the disastrous consequences of methamphetamine abuse. This documentary-style video begins with a police raid on a meth lab and follows with interviews of law enforcement authorities, hospital ER doctors, social workers, and recovered addicts and their families.

What’s Wrong With Inhalants?

(25 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)

The video reveals some startling facts about why kids would risk their lives by sniffing these poisons, and emphasizes the catastrophic results that can ensue: brain damage; paralysis; damage to the kidneys, liver, and bone marrow; and even death.

The Dangers of Alcohol

(Overhead Transparencies)

This extensive kit provides 24 full-color, high quality overhead transparencies for classroom use. Topics include Blood Alcohol Concentration (BAC), binge drinking, alcohol poisoning, Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS), long-term damage caused by alcohol abuse and more. Crucial health information about the dangers of alcohol is supplied in an easy-to-understand, easy-to-view full-color format that is sure to capture students’ attention and interest.

The Dangers of Club Drugs

(Overhead Transparencies)

This extensive kit provides 20 full-color, high quality overhead transparencies for classroom use. Crucial health information about the dangers of club drugs such as Ecstasy, GHB, Ketamine, Rohypnol, LSD and methamphetamine is supplied in an easy-to-understand, easy-to-view full-color format that is sure to capture students’ attention and interest.

The Dangers of Inhalants

(Overhead Transparencies)

This extensive kit provides 15 full-color, high quality overhead transparencies for classroom use. Explores important topics such as the typical signs of an inhalant abuser, the long-term damage to body systems caused by Huffing or bagging, and Sudden Sniffing Death Syndrome. Crucial health information about the dangers of inhalants is supplied in an easy-to-understand, easy-to-view full-color format that is sure to capture students’ attention and interest.

The Dangers of Marijuana

(Overhead Transparencies)

This extensive kit provides 12 full-color, high quality overhead transparencies for classroom use. Topics covered include an overview of the various forms of marijuana, the social and legal ramifications of marijuana use and an analysis of the long and short-term effects of marijuana. Crucial health information about the dangers of marijuana is supplied in an easy-to-understand, easy-to-view full-color format that is sure to capture students’ attention and interest.

The Dangers of Stimulants

(Overhead Transparencies)

This extensive kit provides 15 full-color, high quality overhead transparencies for classroom use. Transparencies provide details about cocaine, freebase cocaine, crack, amphetamines and methamphetamine. Also examines how these powerful drugs alter the user’s brain chemistry, leading to addiction. Crucial health information about the dangers of stimulants is supplied in an easy-to-understand, easy-to-view full-color format that is sure to capture students’ attention and interest.

Asleep at the Wheel:

The dangers of Drowsy Driving (15 minute DVD/Teachers Resource Book)

Real-life accident victims reiterate chilling stories of the repercussions of drowsy driving.
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**PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING RULES AND REGULATIONS AND SIGN BELOW:**

1) These videos may be exhibited to public or private groups provided no admission is charged.

2) Human Relations Media, Drunk Busters of America, LLC, Child Safety Solutions, Inc., and the NJ Division of Highway Traffic Safety expressly prohibits duplications of these videos.
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